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Background of the problem considered

▪ Communication between neighbouring Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) is largely 

limited to voice handoffs of en-route aircraft from one air traffic controller to the next

▪ A key enabler in all major ATM modernisation efforts is the System Wide Information 

Management (SWIM) infrastructure, which is seen as a digital data-sharing backbone 

supporting seamless exchange of information among various stakeholders

• Access to real time, relevant and reliable aeronautical, flight and weather information 
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Questions specific to the ASEAN context

▪ ICAO standards map a general pathway to System Wide Information Management (SWIM) 

enabling electronic sharing of aeronautical and meteorological data 

▪ In the SESAR and Nextgen modernisation programs, the specific information sharing setup 

and related regulations for large regions are established through a common regulatory body.

▪ The ASEAN setting presents fundamentally different challenges.

• How does the additional information translate into reduced delays in the distributed setting? 

• What is the trade-off between granularity of data and system performance?

• What are, or should be, the economic incentives to share data between ANSPs?
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Investigating the efficacy in ATFM via Ground Delay Programs

▪ Ground Delay Programs (GDPs) constitute a prominent ATFM measure

• flights delayed from scheduled departure times

• transfers anticipated airborne delays to the ground; no fuel costs and safety costs while in ground

▪ Objective: To quantify the scale of airborne and ground delay savings that can be achieved 

with the improved predictability resulting from the availability of network-wide real-time 

positional, weather and capacity information
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Ground delay program optimization

Use case Benefits
▪ Tool optimizes ground delay assignment 

in collaborating airports given airport 

acceptance rate (at the affected airport), 

real-time positional information and en-

route capacity constraints

▪ Tool specifies the reductions in airborne 

and ground delays for a given 

configuration of collaborating airports 

and regions sharing real-time positional 

and capacity constraint information.  

▪ Helps bring out effective ATFM 

strategies for future data-rich 

environments

▪ Users can inform various capacity 

reduction scenarios, airport acceptance 

rates and gain an understanding on 

resulting airborne and ground delays

▪ Gives an understanding of how 

increased collaboration in information 

sharing and decision-making translates 

to decreased delays (costs)
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Elements of ground delay program optimization

A network 
simulation 
model

ATFM prescriptions
(without SWIM) 

ATFM 
prescriptions
(with SWIM)

Delays
(with SWIM)

Delays
(without SWIM)

A stylized 
queuing 
control model

Data analysis

▪ A network simulation model for 

yielding delay estimates for the ground 

delay prescriptions in SWIM and non-

SWIM settings

▪ A stylized model for deriving ground 

delay prescriptions in the presence 

of SWIM infrastructure
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Q1. How to perform ATFM differently in the presence of SWIM? 

Queue 0:
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ground queue

Exempt flow

Queue V:

ground queue

• GDP essential in situations where the exempt + 

participating flows rates exceed the acceptance rate

• Exempt flow: Flights which do not participate in GDP 

(a greater source of variability in arrival delays)
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Analysis of ground-held delays

▪ Observation: A key parameter in 

determining the average ground holding 

costs is the set Airport Acceptance Rate 

(AAR), and is less sensitive to the other 

specifics of the GDP implementation

▪ Note:

• AAR and Improved AAR (IARR) are not 

the same as the intrinsic capacity of the 

airport during the concerned period

• buffer capacity = intrinsic capacity –

employed airport acceptance rate
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IAAR  – Arrival rate
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▪ If the schedule during the period has full 

slot utilization, then the buffer capacity 

usually employed has to be necessarily 

reduced to achieve downward slope
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Analysis of airborne delays
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▪ What is the minimum airborne delay achievable with 

the chosen AAR?

▪ Posing the question in terms of the AAR helps in

• Decoupling the analysis of the ground delays from 

that of the airborne delays

• Interpretable, and compatible with existing GDP 

design flow
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Airborne delay: Constant ground holding 
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▪ Constant ground holding: Upon fixing AAR, a fixed 

ground delay is assigned for each flight departing from 

the airports participating in GDP

▪ Discards all information except cumulative arrival 

estimates

▪ High delays in periods of congestion created by higher 

than usual flow of exempt flights
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Airborne delay: Schedule-based ground holding 
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▪ Schedule-based ground holding: Upon fixing AAR, a 

delay is assigned based on the no. of  slots needed for 

the exempt flights 

▪ Present multi-nodal GDP follows this approach

▪ Delay cost incurred is a fraction of the delay costs 

incurred in the fixed ground holding
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Airborne delay: Dynamic assignment with accurate arrival profiles
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▪ Dynamic assignment with accurate arrival profiles: 

Have “accurate” prediction information for up to the 

travel duration of the flight 

▪ The resulting average delay can be as small as the 

logarithm of the delay achieved by the schedule-based 

approach
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Airborne delay: Dynamic assignment with accurate arrival profiles
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▪ In the presence of SWIM, it is realistic to have arrival 

profile predictions available for a longer horizon, with 

higher fidelity prediction if closer in time. 

▪ Greater the collaboration, higher is the accuracy
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Q1. How to perform ATFM differently in the presence of SWIM? 
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A high-level description of the ground holding prescription

Figure: Illustration of the policy's decision criterion for 
releasing a flight from ground holding

A simple anticipatory prescription for ground holding: 
Release a flight from the ground queue only if, upon its arrival,

1. the projected # flights in the airborne queue is below an 
acceptable threshold, and 

2. is projected to return below the pre-arrival level within a 
fixed window of time

Example scenario 1
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A simple anticipatory prescription for ground holding: 
Release a flight from the ground queue only if, upon its arrival,

1. the projected # flights in the airborne queue is below an 
acceptable threshold, and 

2. is projected to return below the pre-arrival level within a 
fixed window of time

Example scenario 1
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A high-level description of the ground holding prescription

Figure: Illustration of the policy's decision criterion for 
releasing a flight from ground holding
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Q2. On assessing the delay-costs 
of SWIM and non-SWIM GDP 

• A network simulation model for yielding 

delay estimates for the ground delay 

prescriptions in SWIM and non-SWIM 

settings

• Data is crucial in equipping the models with 

a sensible picture of the traffic supported by 
the network. 

• As examples, we use data to create the 
network, identify the average volume of 

traffic via each link, capacity constraints, 

etc.

Image: A snapshot of the 
network simulation model 
consisting only the routes 
between Changi, KL and 
Bangkok airports



In summary: Information sharing and CDM for managing ground delays
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▪ The primary objective of the tool is to provide an understanding of how increased collaboration 

in information sharing and decision-making translates to decreased delays (costs)

▪ Quantitative models bring out how superior ATFM strategies can be devised in the presence of 

real-time updates in future data-rich environments

▪ The fully developed tool will additionally allow users to inform various capacity reduction 

scenarios, airport acceptance rates and gain an understanding on resulting airborne and 

ground delays in ground delay programs



Thank you
A BETTER WORLD BY DESIGN


